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“Who are these guys?”





What’s the story behind 

these images?  Which is likely 

true?



This pictures showed up at a recent auction… is 

it Kelley?

http://www.nickfarrell.it/painting-of-edward-kelly-turns-up-at-

auction/



Now, for another historical 

problem….

Chandos portrait Cobbe portrait



Ugly portrait (most used, 

but least likely to look like 

Shakespeare)

Shakespeare funerary 

monument

Grafton 1588 portrait 

of someone, thought 

by many to be 

Shakespeare



Others think it looks 

more like this portrait, 

thought to be 

Christopher Marlowe:





Where we’re going…

• Dan’s idea of consumed perspective as a way that different points of view 

and/or different embedded symmetric shapes and axes of spin can inhabit 

each other.  As he says, “It’s something like holding inside you all at once, the 

memory of what one whole group of your friends must be seeing and 

feeling” (38).

• Assumptions about references to Dee or magic or alchemy in Shakespeare’s 

plays (flash forward: the Tempest and Midsummer Night’s Dream)

• Quick review of John Dee’s standing as mathematician

• Quick review of Edward Kelley’s standing as an alchemist

• Math, magic, and Edward Kelley’s arrival at Mortlake

• Dee and Kelley’s European adventures, heavily edited to focus upon..

• Francis Garland as a “spy name” for Shakespeare

• 1588, the Spanish Armada, and an unusual storm 

• Dee’s almost certain involvement in the Globe theater project

• With what time we have left after this, I can offer other evidence (in terms of 

Dee’s diary, the English Compound of Alchemy, English Faust Book
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• Written in Antwerp in 13 days, 

from 1-13-1564 to 1-25-1564, after 

intense period of travels and 

manuscript collecting, the result of 

“seven years gestation”

• Dedicated to Holy Roman 

Emperor Maximillian II

• A “magical parable”

• Queen Elizabeth I a “holy witness” 

to its secrets

• ??? (What are those secrets?)

• C.H. Josten (1964): The 

Hieroglyphic Monad is a work of 

alchemy, but

• the “specific message which Dee 

tries to convey by his symbol of 

the Monad, and by his treatise 

thereon, is lost. His explanations 

are sometimes explicitly addresses 

to a mystae and initiati whose 

secrets we do not possess.”



• Dee also uses the same glyph on 

his Propaedeumata Aphoristica 

(1558 and 1568)

• Glyph appears in Chymical 

Wedding of 1616

• Yates (1972): the “more secret 

philosophy” behind the 

Rosicrucian manifestos “was the 

philosophy of John Dee, as 

summed up in his Monas 

Hieroglyphica.



Problems with interpreting the Monad:

• Poor translations with limited understanding of context

• No understanding of graphics and their connection to embedded poetic references

• Condescending modern attitude that assumes the text has little value to mathematics 

or poetry, and views alchemy mainly as as precursor to chemistry, or equally 

condescending attitude of occultists who feel no need to support their assertions,



Problems with translations

• See http://www.jwmt.org/v2n13/appendix.html  for 

comparisons of five different translations of 

Theorems I, II, and X

• This analysis using Turner/Burns version

http://www.jwmt.org/v2n13/appendix.html


• What context does 

the frontispiece set?

“One who does not 

understand should be 

silent or learn. “

Egg, garland, “Stilbon”



Monad?

• Singularity, point, unit

• Light (LVX)

• Basic “unit” in 

Pythagorean, Platonic, 

and Euclidean thought 

• Suggests Tetractys, 

Kaballah, Genesis

• Does not exist but 

existence vanishes without 

it (origin of time/space)



Theorems I-III and I-X

• See handout (explanation of earlier theorems)

• Why do the most “logical” Pythagorean, 

Euclidean, and Kaballistic references not seem to 

work?  (Because they are written to a student in 

Malkuth participating in an initiatory process?)

• More detailed analysis at 

http://jwmt.org/v2n13/sign.html

• Early theorems seem to make no sense until later 

theorems are understood, so the student must 

constantly cycle back to the beginning.  (For 

example, what is the “LVX” of the Philosophers?)

http://jwmt.org/v2n13/sign.html


Theorems X-XII

• Significance of 10:12 and 5:6 ratio

• Part of alchemy involves the measurement and 

transmutation of time

• Wordplay from Theorem XII becomes 

particularly dense.  XII sets up INRI-LVX 

transformation.

• While modern writers have puzzled over the 

reference to physical alchemy, most skip the 

references to astronomy, time measurements, and 

personal gnosis.



(I’m not going to talk about the rest of the slides 

concerning the Monad,  presentation because I don’t 

have time… but I’ve left the rest here in case you’re 

interested.  I’m going to jump ahead to the kissing cones!  

Then we’ll move to some architectural drawings.) 



Theorem XIII

Is not the mystical character of MARS formed out of the hieroglyph for SUN and 

ARIES, along with the intervention of the elements (to some extent)? And 

VENUS, I ask—isn’t it formed by a fuller unfolding of the SUN and the 

Elements? Thus these planets look at the revolution of the SUN and its work 

of reviving with fire, in whose progress that other Mercury-- -- who is in 

reality the uterine twin of the first one [the Mercury of lunar character] is 

finally apparent. In the same way that the lunar and solar magic of the 

elements is completed, this hieroglyphic messenger speaks very clearly to us; 

we want to more attentively fix our eyes on him and listen to him. (BY THE 

WILL OF GOD) he is that most famous MERCURY of the Philosophers, 

MICROCOSM, and ADAM. Indeed, some very clever people used to put the 

SUN itself in his place and rank. This we cannot achieve in our present age, 

unless we put in charge of this work made of coral-gold a certain SOUL who 

has been separated from his BODY by means of the Pyrognomic Art

(Turner-Burns translation; see http://www.jwmt.org/v2n13/partial.html.)

http://www.jwmt.org/v2n13/partial.html


• THE PRINCIPLE MONADIC ANATOMY OF THE 

ENTIRE REALM OF ASTRONOMIA INFERIOR



Theorem XIII, continued

This act, however, is difficult to carry out and is also very 

dangerous because of the fire and the sulphuric vapor 

that arise from it. But one thing is certain: this SOUL will 

be able to achieve wonders, no doubt tying with 

indissolvable bands LUCIFER and even the FIRE BEING to 

the disc of the MOON or at least of MERCURY and in 

the third place (as they want it)—(in order to complete 

our SEPTERNARY number)—showing us the SUN of the 

PHILOSOPHERS. You see how exactly and openly the 

ANATOMY of our HIEROGLYPHIC MONAD corresponds 

to the SACRED MYSTERIES signified in both of these 

theorems [12 and 13]. 



“Sacred Mysteries?”

• The creation of the Philosopher’s Stone in 

terms of at least three understandings: how 

time and space are structured geometrically 

form a fundamental unity; how that 

knowledge allows the alchemists to 

animate matter; how that allows alchemists 

to transmute the impurities in themselves

• That unity is the monad: where does it 

exist in the physical world?



Theorem XIIII

It has already been clearly confirmed that this whole Master 

Work depends upon the SUN and MOON, which is 

something the thrice-great HERMES once taught us when 

he asserted that the SUN is its father and the MOON its 

mother.  We know with no doubt that it is nourished in 

the LEMNIAN EARTH by LUNAR and SOLAR rays which 

exert a singular influence around it.

(Turner-Burns translation; see http://www.jwmt.org/v2n13/partial.html

Entire translation forthcoming from Waning Moon Publications.)

http://www.jwmt.org/v2n13/partial.html


Theorem XV

• Consequently, we suggest to philosophers that they 

examine the labors of the SUN and the MOON around 

the earth; for instance, in what way the moon, while the 

SOLAR radiance is focused upon Aries, receives a new 

dignity of light in the nearest sign (namely Taurus) and is 

EXALTED above its innate powers. The old ones 

explained this proximity of the LUMINARIES. (the most 

notable of all) by creating a certain mystical character 

with the distinguished name of TAURUS. 

(see http://www.jwmt.org/v2n13/partial.html)

http://www.jwmt.org/v2n13/partial.html


XV, continued

• This is very well known, in fact, to be the 

EXALTATION of the MOON and has been 

handed down all the way from the first age of 

the Human Race (among the teachings of the 

astronomers). Yet only those understand the 

mystery, who have become the absolute high-

priests of the mysteries. For a similar reason, 

TAURUS is said to be the HOUSE of VENUS: 

indeed the house of pure and fertile conjugal 

love, since “Nature rejoices in Nature,” as the 

great Ostanes concealed in his most secret 

mysteries. 



“Nature rejoices in Nature?”

• Written in Greek

• Josten (1964): notes that “Democritus and Synesius attribute this saying, which Dee 

quotes incompletely, to Ostanes.” 

• The complete saying, “Nature rejoices in nature, nature rules over nature, and nature 

is the triumph of nature” can be found in the story of how Democritus, “a thrice-wise 

man,” was initiated into the Egyptian mysteries of Memphis by the Persian Magus 

Ostanes, and nods as much to this Greek alchemical tradition as to the particular 

quote. 

• Klein (1982) points out that A similar speech occurs in the Turba Philosophorum.

• Similar to the speech of the angel Amnael to Isis: “Nature takes pleasure in Nature; 

Nature triumphs over Nature, Nature rules Nature. A human begets a human, the lion 

begets the lions, the dogs beget the dogs, grain begets grain: learn this from the farmer 

Achab. What is begotten against nature is a monster incapable of life. The Adepts teach 

this: only gold brings forth gold again at the harvest. This is the revealed mystery”

• Speech analyzed as one of the keys to understanding alchemy by Weidner and Bridges 

(2003) and specifically how it might have been used by Dee by Bridges and Burns 

(2007); see http://www.waningmoon.com/publications/consecrated-little-book-of-

black-venus.html or earlier draft at http://www.jwmt.org/v2n13/book.html

http://www.waningmoon.com/publications/consecrated-little-book-of-black-venus.html


• [We suggest to philosophers that they examine by what means the 

SUN, having experienced some eclipses of its light, receives the 

strength of MARS, and also by what means in this same house 

(namely of our Aries) [the SUN] is said, as it were, to be triumphant 

in its EXALTATION. Our MONAD demonstrates most clearly and 

perfectly these most secret mysteries by means of the hieroglyphic 

figure of TAURUS which is depicted here, and by means of [the 

hieroglyphic figure] of MARS, which we presented in theorems 12 

and 13, which the SUN moving towards ARIES reveals. So from the 

present theory, another cabalistic anatomy of our MONAD shows 

itself, which is a true and artful description: THE EXALTATIONS OF 

THE MOON AND THE SUN ARE SUPPORTED BY THE SCIENCE OF 

THE ELEMENTS. 



Theorem 15, “Notation”

I suggest there are two things to be especially noted 

here: one, that the hieroglyphic symbol of Taurus 

exactly represents to us the dipthong [sym] of the 

Greeks, which is always the genitive singular 

ending of the first declension. Two, that by the 

proper turning (of the two signs), the letter 

ALPHA appears to us in two ways: either with 

the circle and semicircle merely touching, or (as 

here) with them mutually intersecting. 



Wordplay in Theorem 15 so far:

• Opens with allusion to labors of Hercules and implicitly 

connects them to alchemy

• Stacks multiple meanings of ram/Aries and bull/Taurus, 

since the word for the animal, constellation, and zodiacal 

sign are the same in Latin.

• Fusion of the mysteries presented in Theorems XII and 

XIII, which XV explicitly refers to. 

• Refers to the “hieroglyph” of Taurus in almost the same 

language as the Monad, and by studying the allusions and 

wordplay  

• Could this refer to the mystery cults, or “houses,” which 

flourished during the Age of Taurus, approximately 5,000 

years ago?  (If so, how would Dee know?)



Whether he should know or not, his wordplay reinforces the idea, as does his odd grammatical note

Writes “Venus” in the genetive form, veneris, which carries several obvious puns in Latin: on veneror, 

worthy of respect or veneration, and as part of mons veneris, or the “mound of Venus.” 

Suggests wisdom attained through sacred sexual union; indeed the “union of Sun and Moon” referred 

to throughout must on one level refer to the hieros gamos. 

The Taurus glyph, which looks like some of the line drawings of Cerrunos, Herne, and other Horned 

Gods of the Old Religion, is drawn with the circles slightly overlapping and so suggests one of the 

most sacred symbols to the Pythagoreans, the vesica piscis

Dee’s quote (in ancient Greek) from Ostanes confirms this reading, and is also suggested by his copy of 

the Codex Marcianus.  In that story, it appears Isis learns the secret of alchemy through ecstatic 

union with the divine, and, having become divine, passes that knowledge on to her son Horus. In 

the fragment, she is called not Queen nor Goddess but “Prophetess,” having become an oracle of 

the divine.  (Bridges 2001)

To make sure the reader hasn’t missed his generative point, Dee puns on it yet again in the note at the 

end.



Theorem XVI

At this point in the discussion of our proposition we must philosophize a 

little concerning the CROSS. Although our CROSS is composed of 

two straight lines (as we said), and the lines are of equal length, they 

do not divide each other into equal lengths. But in the mystical 

arrangement of our cross we wanted to have both equal and 

unequal parts to affirm that in the power of two lines divided in this 

manner is hidden also (because they are equal in size) the virtue of 

an equilateral CROSS. For, a certain JUSTICE of NATURE very 

generally requires that a CROSS is to be drawn with equal straight 

lines, and in the dividing of the lines cross-ways [that is, in the form 

of an ‘X’] its lines ought to be equal to begin with. According to this 

norm of justice concerning an equilateral CROSS (for example, the 

twenty-first letter of the Latin alphabet [=X]), we will propose, after 

careful consideration, the following: if a straight line is produced that 

crosses diagonally anywhere through the common point of a 

rectilinear, rectangular, and equilateral CROSS with oppositely 

positioned angles, then the parts of the Cross are entirely the same 

and equal on both sides of this diagonally-crossing straight line. 



The Light of the Cross

• Tells us we must stop and philosophize a 

bit concerning the Cross, thus punning on 

“crux,” meaning he will talk a bit about the 

central point of the matter. 

• Repeats sexual puns on “Nature”

• Invites is to visualize Cross in terms of 

conic sections



• Picture diagonal passing through a rectilinear cross; a third line 

running through the point where these two intersect. 

• Imagine what he is saying in three dimensions, and you have a plane 

intersecting two cones

• The plane can intersect the cones in one of seven ways, and makes 

one of seven figures: a circle, an ellipse, a parabola, a hyperbola, a 

point, a line, or a cross: 



LVX

• If the plane is running through the vertex, 

as Dee describes, then we can have only a 

point, line, or cross. 

• We also now have an image that Dee will 

use to express how a point of light, as the 

vertex of a cone, exerts influence. 



Theorem XVII: LVX

As is evident from the sixth theorem, FOUR right angles can be 

considered to be in our CROSS, and the preceding theorem teaches 

that the sign of the QUINARY can be attributed to each one of them, 

the right angles of course being arranged in one way, but maintaining 

another position. The same theorem explains the production of the 

hieroglyphic symbols of the number FIFTY , it is very clear that the 

CROSS generally denotes the DENARY; and that in the order of the 

Latin alphabet, it is the twenty-first letter (whence it was the case that 

the wise ones called the Mecubalists the number twenty-one with the 

same letter ); and finally, it can be considered very simply to be seen 

as one sign, no matter what kind of, and how much, other power it 

has. From all of these things together, we see it can be concluded by 

means of a very good cabalistic explanation that our CROSS can 

signify to initiates, in a remarkably shortened way, the number TWO-

HUNDRED-FIFTY-TWO.



Theorem XVII: LVX

Namely, FOUR times FIVE, FOUR times FIFTY; TEN; TWENTY ONE; 

and ONE, add up to TWO-HUNDRED-FIFTY-TWO; which number 

we can deduce in still two other ways from our previous 

[statements]. Thus we recommend to cabalistic Tyrians that they 

scrutinize this same [number], studying it in such a brief space, 

concluding the varied, skillful production of this Master Number to 

be worthy of the consideration of philosophers. I will not conceal 

from you here another memorable initiator to the mysteries. Our 

CROSS having suffered itself to be divided into two different letters, 

and as earlier we considered/analyzed their [i.e. the letters’] 

numerical virtue in a certain way, we will now compare in turn 

THEIR VERBAL POWER WITH THAT CROSS, because from this may 

be born LUX (LIGHT) WORD we perceive with the highest 

admiration, finally and masterfully (through the harmony and 

agreement of the TERNARY in the unity of the word). 



XVL

• If one looks closer, and knows from earlier in the Monad

that the “Cross” is X, the Quinary is Roman Numeral V, 

and Fifty in Roman numerals is L, we see Dee giving the 

LVX sign backwards. Signing it backwards, just as an 

English or Latin writer would think of Hebrew as written 

“backwards,” or right-to-left, suggests a particular 

context. His use of the word “Mecubalist,” from Hebrew 

Mekubalim, suggests an even more particular context 

within Jewish mystical thought, just as his use of “Tyrian” 

near the end suggests a multitude of classical literary, 

Norse pagan, and Gnostic Christian contexts.



252=Philosopher’s Stone?

• INRI turns into 252, and therefore the Cross, in yet another way, 

through a combination of Pythagorean mysticism and gematria. The 

gematria of I + N + R + I, yod nun resh yod, 10 + 50 + 200 + 10 

yields 270, a rather significant precessional number. But if we 

remember that to the Pythagoreans, the Decad (10) was simply a 

higher form of the Monad, and we collapse this higher form into one 

unit, we have 1 + 50 + 200 + 1 = 252.

• 2
2

+ 2
3

+ 2
4

+ 2
5

+2 
6

+ 2
7

= 252

• The product of the three types of letters in the Hebrew alphabet: 

three mothers, seven doubles, and 12 simples, 3 x 7 x 12 = 252. 

(Thus Dee equates the 252, the Light of the Cross, and the 

Philosopher’s Stone to the entire Hebrew alphabet, which of course 

to a Cabbalist signifies the entire represented powers of creation.)



From INRI->LVX->IAO

• Then, Dee says “I will not conceal from you here another memorable 

initiator to the mysteries,” yet he seems to conceal it after all, telling 

is only that “Our CROSS having suffered itself to be divided into two 

different letters, and as earlier we considered their [i.e. the letters’] 

numerical virtue in a certain way numerical virtue in a certain way, 

we will now compare in turn THEIR VERBAL POWER WITH THAT 

CROSS, because from this may be born LUX (LIGHT), a WORD we 

perceive with the highest admiration, finally and masterfully (through 

the harmony and agreement of the TERNARY in the unity of the 

word).” 

• If the one manipulates sections of the cross as we did with LVX, they 

may find two Hebrew letters whose sound, when put in the context 

of a particular stream of Greek alchemy, becomes I A O.  



From Fractal Conjugate Space & Time:  Cause of  Negentropy, Gravity and Perception 

Dan Winter 

Precis 
- (more than a preface- here we unsuccessfully attempt to honor the idealized recursive / fractal 
editorial philosophy:  say you are going to say it , then say it, then say you said it…) 

This book is audacious. The premise is simple- yet all encompassing: that there is one single well 
defined caduceus like- frequency signature- harmonic cascade – which optimizes negentropic 
phase conjugation - and this is THE perfect fractal implosive phase conjugate pump wave. 

And most importantly this one  and only specific ‘caduceus shaped’ phase conjugate frequency 
cascade is THE principle identifying wave mechanism behind: 

All Biologic and Non-Biologic Negentropy- Paths out of Chaos in to Self Organization. 

This includes: 

1- the very nature of perception itself- and the demonstrable electrically centripetal 

negentropy produced by human attention ( Golden Ratio EEG evidence:  

goldenmean.info/clinicalintro ) 

2- The nature of human bliss process as essentially a charge attractor   

3- Negentropy - Conjugation and the Origins of Life :  We make the case that bioactive 

fields, life force- and life itself- must be quintessentially- always electrically centripetal 

and negentropic. Every living thing is alive only to the extent that is able to hold by 

clinging together toward center- it’s own centripetal bubble of charge ( aura or plasma 

body). We must re-invent healing technologies to allow living things to attract charge ( 

aluminum, steel, and synthetics- poison the very aura of all of life). This definition of the 

way life is concentrated, becomes a new and beautifully fulfilling definition of the sacred. 

This so called ‘sacred space’ is in a way defined by the electrical ability to implode. 

Building this conjugate cascade is the essence of healing and biological regenerative – 

age reversing – fields.  Examples of this which we discuss here include- Lakhovsky, Rife, 

Elizabeth Rauscher’s pain reducing magnetic frequencies,  and especially the PRIORE 

rejuvenation technology-- which we are now demonstrating. (whose spectral harmonics 

jump right out of the equation for our ‘conjugate pump wave’) – 



4- The negentropic centripetal implosive nature of electronegativity- the so called fractality 

that is the electron. This includes the proven potent healing nature of electro-negative, 

negative ion wind therapies.   

 

5- The negentropic phase conjugate and centripetal definition and nature of color, and 

rainbow. Scientists have verified rainbows occur more when (Tibetan) saints die.   

(Example:” Rainbow Appears During Paranirvana  -death rite- Of Tibetan Master “  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4usysWYHKk     - acknowledgement to Valerie Sandelin 

here)  We examine later here the precise physics which allows death to be successful: 

Memory propagation sustained- is exactly the non-destructive charge embedding which 

conjugation allows when the spirit ghost physically embeds within and quite literally 

inhabits the land. Very specific charge parameters- allow the physics of successful death. 

(see fractality in the land and fractality in air measured below- and at  

www.goldenmean.info/architecture). The famous shinking body at death- for 

advanced Tibetans- is clearly an electrical example of constructive (therefore conjugate) 

implosive charge compression. Emphasis here on the nature of evolving consciousness- 

as precisely an implosive aura field. 

 

The plasma field of the saint- embedding in the local biosphere- makes it electrically 

more centripetal / conjugate- and THAT allows/ causes- RAINBOWS!  Rainbows exhibit 

and test the centripetal conjugate nature of local air. The very term: “rainbow body” so 

overused in new age language- actually specifically refers to the phase conjugate 

implosive principle- which holds your plasma ‘KA’(boat to the underworld) – aura- 

together.  The phase angle of the toroidal photon exact tilt- which differentiates the exact 

frequency distance between the primary colors- are all exactly cube and dodeca! When 

photons become arranged in dodeca symmetry- they conjugate- the wave lengths are 

sorted by this implosive phase difference- then we call those sorted wave lengths- which 

are really 3D disciplined angles of propagation for photon donuts- we call that COLOR 

and RAINBOW.  (  fractalfield.com/fractalphotosynthesis  )  PIC – angle of color= 

dodec- create label. 

 

6- The negentropic centripetal implosive nature of gravity- THE cause of the non-

destructive charge compression which causes the acceleration of charge called gravity. - 

whose principle eluded Einstein. Whether intuitively, or by inspection or by rigorous 

logic- gravity is negentropic/ self organizing. It is phase conjugate- because electrical 

orbital’s nest in golden ratio (like in hydrogen) therefore the phase VELOCITIES can 

heteodyne constructively (only golden ratio allows this)- that is how their experience of 

charge compression- BECOMES charge acceleration (gravity).  This  will be proven soon 

when centers of mass in (dodeca) golden ratio symmetries are shown to make more (and 

negentropic) gravity. It will also be proven as more measurements of phase velocities 

faster than the speed of light- turn out to be exact golden ratio multiples OF the speed of 

light (the only doorway through what Einstein THOUGHT was a barrier- he was wrong). 

Thus literally for the first time answering the forbidden question: why does an object fall 

http://www.goldenmean.info/architecture


to the ground: ANSWER- because it’s charge inertia (mass) is attracted to and 

accelerated by the golden ratio phase conjugation of the nearest center of mass. (Exhibit 

A: my new equation for golden ratio in the geometry of hydrogen, Exhibit B: golden ratio 

in planetary orbital’s, and in the proven dodeca geometry of the Earth’s field, and in the 

proven dodeca geometry of the mass of the universe – each of these illustrates how 

gravity becomes stable and negentropic precisely when it is golden ratio phase 

conjugate. In this way we predict also the hypothesis that dark matter exists will be 

proven wrong- when physicists realize the extra gravity they cannot account for comes 

not from dark matter- but from centers of mass – which arrange themselves into greater 

dodedca phase conjugate fractality .. like in the known dodeca arrangement of masses in 

the universe. Andrei Line: “fractality may well be the CAUSE of gravity…”).    More 

below. 

 

7- FRACTALITY IN TIME: We suggest it is axiomatic that mass is only defined by the 

inertia  of charge rotation, time is only defined by the period of charge rotation, and 

gravity is only defined by golden ratio (recursive constructive phase velocity heterodyne) 

centripetal acceleration of charge. This (gravitational force) is the negentropic phase 

conjugation which attracts and holds charge to center: The same mechanism as the 

ORIGIN of all centripetal and negentropic forces.  Here we demonstrate WHY the 

frequency – TIMING of hydrogen harmonics, photosynthesis harmonics, even Earth 

year, and Venus year – are exact golden ratio (conjugate) exponents of Planck time. This 

is the ONLY way they could be centripetal, negentropic- ALIVE!! – This is the only real  

and ultimate proof of fractality – conjugation in TIME. (Greg Braden and Robert Lawlor- 

take a lesson). Time- being rotation of charge- requires – conjugate fractality for charge 

exchange and coupling- this is the specific requirement for synchronicity / negentropy 

(pretty much synonymous with being alive and mindful). Discussion at:  

goldenmean.info/coincidence      This  specific ‘fractal time’ defining frequency series-  

negentropic phase conjugate pump wave – then defines all our healing and regenerative 

and life giving field effect technologies from this principle - (Lakhovsky MWO, and 

Priore especially- also our Pyraphi.com and  TheImploder.com). 

 

8- This  (perfect fractal implosive conjugate pump wave) is: The “Perfectly Shareable” 

nature  of the only wave (or person)  which becomes immortal;  the very wave mechanic 

definition of ALL sustainability. THE principle CHRISTOS – is crystallized exactly as 

THE principle of the perfectly shareable wave- like your aura if you learn how to die 

well. Therefore this wave mechanic symmetry principle – is at the root of all 

peacemaking. Peace for waves- is here well defined- as this negentropy of which we 

speak. From this then THE curriculum for peacemaking – (among brain waves, heart 

waves, breath waves, land magnetics- even architecture) – as science is defined ( 

curriculum:  www.goldenmean.info/peaceuniversity ) 

 

9- The phase conjugate – perfect embedding- NATURE OF LOVE. I demonstrate golden 

ratio in my geometric analysis of the documented musical “Sentic” wave shape of 

pressure / touch  for LOVE. ( goldenmean.info/touch ).  PIC 

We all knew the valentine was the good symbol for love- it is more  precisely the shape 

http://www.goldenmean.info/peaceuniversity


of 2 phase conjugating golden spirals- for a good physical reason. Perfect embedding by 

golden ratio is exactly how 2 auras merge non-destructively. (How shall we improve the 

instructions we give to marriage counselors?) When auras embed in this electrically 

correct fashion- all inertia is fused- in fact this geometry is the very essence of cold (non-

destructive compression/ interference) fusion (for example as in the hydrogen catalyst – 

we know is golden ratio). Non-destructive charge collapse- introduction to our new 

equations for isotope transition ( metallmorphosis.com ) – IS an introduction to oneness 

experience for people as well. From our  heartsring.com  iPhone HRV breath coherence 

empathy trainer- to breath touch training for re-birthing by perfect implosive bonding – 

again it is all about the perfect conjugating pump wave geometry. Fusion / charge 

collapse/ implosion lies nowhere else than in golden ratio conjugation- whether human or 

atomic- because only in this way can charge inertia/information create centripetal non-

destructive bonding.    

10- We then conclude by seeing this new ‘conjugating fractal field’ electrical understanding - 

as good definition and description for myths of ‘spirit’, ‘grace’, collective mind, the 

‘communion of saints’,  the divine,  and the self organization of ‘Gaia’. We now 

understand so much more about the path of living memory as self-organizing bio plasma 

or charge domain or aura - into lucid dreaming and THRU DEATH- as PRECISELY this 

phase conjugate pump wave. The documented implosive symmetry sequence seen at 

death  is enabled by the conjugate braiding- field effect geometry necessary. (Archetype 

geometry sequence of death visions: KLUVER Form Constants- ref:  

www.goldenmean.info/immortality   -  Ray Moody gathered the surgeons who 

confirmed medically these death tunnel visions ARE contagious. More below on the 

geometry of death).  

11- Self organizing, negentropic –‘everywhere at once’ kind of survival self-awareness is 

precisely the way informed electrical engineers describe ‘phase conjugate dielectrics, 

magnetics, optics’. In other words- once we know this new ‘Alice in Barium Titanate 

Land’ (famous paper on phase conjugate dielectrics) kind of physics which enables these 

self organizing conjugate fields to get together and propagate AS self organizing and 

survival intelligent living charge fields. With this symmetry understanding - we can know 

how to design the plasma field for successful death and birth and lucid dreaming. AND 

we can know why the survival critical voices of ancestors are ONLY available in places 

where the charge in the space- (the ‘fractal air’) is specifically and measurably fractal 

(see GDV Sputnik: bio-well.eu). This enables the perfected charge distribution which 

invites and embeds the presence of this sacred ‘collective mind’. ‘communion of saints’ –

gathered survival memory field effect. AND then electrical engineering can properly 

design the SHEM field- the so called bioactive field generator (originally called the 

ALTAR in church) – which is the survival difference for charged seeds, and charged 

shaman, and charged birth and death- which our ancestors knew WAS THE Hermetic 

(caduceus / phase conjugate) principle. This usually determines whether civilizations as a 

whole survived. When we are done making the electric field to cause seeds to grow and 

http://www.goldenmean.info/immortality


enable death/birth to be more successful (imagine electrical engineering the altar at 

Machu Pichu) , and shamans to make phone calls to ancestors,  our bio-architecture of the 

sacred- result-  is going to have lots of similarity in symmetry and materials of 

construction, and charge attraction, to a pine cone… AND it is going to be the electrical 

opposite in most every way – to a ‘modern’ deathly electrosmog hospital.  (See intro to 

our globally active- bio-architecture curriculum: goldenmean.info/architecture  , also our 

dynamic Spanish world partners:  psicogeometria.com ). 

12- Climate and atmosphere- can emerge from chaos- only by this principle. Excess heat- 

(global warming) is ultimately related to failure to compress non-destructively.  We say - 

‘Get fractal or get dead’. A repaired dodeca (Earth) grid is cooling- in the same way 

Schauberger knew when his piezoelectrically implosive water vortex was going to begin 

making electricity from gravity- just when it ‘spontaneously’ began getting colder.  Once 

the proven electrical tendancy of Gaia to self-organize is understood correctly as an 

expression of this phase conjugate pump wave principle- (Exhibit A: The Shumann 

resonance harmonics are almost exactly predicted by our same equation above) -  THEN 

we can fix the atmosphere and stabilize Gaia’s wave mechanics. The long wave (phase 

conjugate pump wave) of Gaia’s dodeca grid is fixable- IF we know how it works. (Hint- 

engineers build a highway or worse a rail line.. or a city- - and cut every magnetic line in 

the neighborhood- and then wonder – why is there draught?  (California- take a lesson). 

Precipitation is a centripetal process for vapor (even Reich got that).  So in this way- now 

our atmosphere and rainfall can now be fixed. The elemental kingdom is living plasma – 

self aware- and requiring a conjugate negentropic geometric environment (quite literally 

a rose like ‘fractal field’)  in which to distribute / embed  their charge- their centripetal 

awareness- their service.  (See also intro’s to our geobiology curricula:  

goldenmean.info/geobiology ,  also  geniedulieu.ch  )                                               End 

Precis / Preface 

-- 

Also to set a nice echo of historical context.. 

Perhaps my readers will humor me here- as I sentimentally insert the text I wrote about 30 years ago- 
 which (with the help of Vincent Bridges) also became the intro to 2 of my earlier books: 

Hermetic (and Caducceus) Manifesto Revisited: 

http://geniedulieu.ch/


What if our modern understanding of physics allowed us to redo Hermes’ Tablet? 
What if we could describe, in a few simple statements,  
     the essence of the unified field of matter/spirit/mind? 

In one of Dan Winter’s lectures, at the “Love’s Light is Awakening” conference in Geneseo, NY, August, 1987, 
 he presented a series of ten statements that can be taken as a new form of Hermes’ Emerald Tablet. 

1. The universe is made of one substance.
The compressibility of this universal medium stores form and memory in wave shape.  
Einstein’s famous equation E=MC2 shows that energy and mass are the same thing, in different forms. 

2. The universe has one wave shape, the sine wave. This principle of frequency signatures called “Fourier”
means that even the most complex shape is a simple sum of sine waves of different lengths. 

3. The universe can be described as a geometry of pressure. Geometry produces symmetry,
 which allows waves proceeding from opposite directions to meet each other and stand (to phase and 
phase-lock.) Standing waves give the illusion of stability, segregation of momentum, and make possible the 
birth of matter. Pressure occurs where waves meet.  

Ratio is sacred; scale is profane. If the geometry of replication is embraced in a seed of any scale, 
it is ratio that has the power. Size is unimportant where information is concerned,  
since information can travel to any scale via the wave guide, and be manifested. 
 The universe is a hologram; even the tiniest part contains information about the whole. 

4. Focus is the only medium that creates, in a universe made of waves.
Focus creates a pathway, or gravity, for waves to meet.  
According to the “Attractor” theory in mathematics,  
focus converges the harmonics (waves which fit into each other) into nests which stand, called matter. 

5. Shape is the only thing the universe has to conserve. Naming, and memory, ring out only from differences
in shape, not substance. 

6. The only way to conserve shape along a path is to maintain the ratio of length, area and volume (a nest of
ratios.) 



 

 

7. The best pathway to maintain a nest of ratios is the golden mean (Phi).  
Phi squared and Phi cubed are represented by the ratcheted dodecahedron (DNA).  
This pathway enables information (shape) to be moved without loss of momentum (mind).  
The closer a material comes to forming this shape and path, the greater its conductivity.  
Think of superconductivity that is super-coherence of resonance or wave shape.  

 

8. Coherence at any level is coherence at every level. An orderly relation between wave lengths establishes a 
connection between frequencies and fields, which cannot persist unless it resonates to ALL frequencies and 
fields. This harmonic cascade (Jacob’s Ladder) establishes the connectedness called holography, and also 
ecstasy.  

 

9. DNA is a four-dimensional dodecahedron, in the sense that adding one spin to three dimensions 
 adds a harmonic and a nest for memory. (The pressure envelopes of the little bubbles of light  
which make up the matter of the gene are enfolded or enveloped with another harmonic,  
with each successive axis of spin, or symmetry.)  
The DNA double-helix keeps a set of wavelengths evenly spaced on a path through time and space, 
 thus conserving the wave shape.  

 

10. Light, when folded back on itself, comes to know itself. The spiral-within-a-spiral-within-a-spiral  
creates genetic material at all levels. Light causes an extra axis of spin, which superimposes a harmonic of 
frequencies upon a nest of frequencies in an envelope of pressure we call light as matter.  
This creates extra mind, because the universal mind meets itself at every wave intersection.  
So the denser the intersections, or nodes, the greater the self-knowingness, or sense of identity. 
(See Arthur Young’s book, Reflexive Universe.)  
Thus identity in the cell (immunity) and coherence are the same thing, metabolically and emotionally.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



(Here we add the text from our dedicated editor at that time: Vincent Bridges) -  
This new Emerald Tablet contains the keys to a vast new synthesis of science and spirituality. 
 It also contains the keys to understanding the book you are about to read. 

That earlier Dan Winter book had been collected from over ten years worth of Dan’s articles, letters and 
reports.  Most of it has appeared through the years in Dan’s periodical publications starting with “One 
Crystal’s Dance,”  and on through the Planet HeArtWorks papers and multiple editions of Alphabet of the 
Heart.  

My goal (Vincent Bridge’s) in editing this (earlier ) book has been to present Dan’s ideas in a clear and 
understandable way.  
Think of it as a hologram enfolded and flattened down into a literary structure. Each section stands alone, is 
self-contained, and is also referenced to the whole concept. Each part contains the whole image.  

Start anywhere you like. Read forward, backward, or just look at the pictures for a while.  
Then read it all the way through, in one flow, and let your mind resonate to this truly heroic quest: 
 in search of the role of mind in a universe of waves. 

• - end insert exerpt –
• - Dan Winter’s earlier books- pdfs at:

“Alphabet of the Heart” : goldenmean.info/book1 ,
 “Alphabet of the EartHeart”: goldenmean.info/book2 ,   
“Implosion’s Grand Attractor”:  goldenmean.info/newbook 
 “Implosion: Secret Science of Ecstasy and Immortality”:  goldenmean.info/consciouskids ,  
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 Shows in the Showstone: A Theater

 of Alchemy and Apocalypse in the Angel
 Conversations ofJohn Dee (1527-1608/9)*

 by DEBORAH E. HARKNESS

 O N 16 NOVEMBER 1582 JOHN DEE and his assistant, Edward Kel-
 ly, gathered in the study of Dee's home in Mortlake, a small

 town located southwest of London on the river Thames. It was five

 o'clock on a Friday afternoon, and the latest in a series of dramatic
 events was unfolding. This event, like the events that preceded it and
 those that followed, involved an extraordinary cast of characters and
 contained a significant philosophical message. In Mortlake, England's
 most important natural philosopher was preparing to engage in what
 was becoming a habitual exercise: conversing with angels, whom Dee
 referred to as his "scholemasters," about matters relevant to his study
 of the natural and supernatural worlds.1 Like all dramatic events, the
 conversations required advance preparation, in this case ensuring a
 degree of privacy in Dee's busy household and arranging a crystal
 "showstone" on a table by the window, where it could catch the nat-

 *Versions of this paper were presented to the History and Philosophy of Science
 Program Group of the University of California, Davis, and at the Shakespeare
 Association of America Annual Meeting in 1993. I am indebted to all those who
 commented on the paper, especially Nicolas Clulee, Betty Jo Teeter Dobbs, Paula
 Findlen, William Sherman, Barbara Traister, and Thomas Willard.

 'Dee, 1659, 102. The holograph transcripts of Dee's angel conversations are con-
 tained in a number of scattered and imperfect manuscripts at the British Library, Lon-
 don, and the Bodleian Library, Oxford: British Library Sloane MS 3188-3189; British
 Library Sloane MS 3191; British Library Cotton Appendix MS XLVI, 2 vols.; British
 Library Add. MS 36674; and Bodleian Library Ashmole MS 1790. Printed editions of
 selections from the manuscripts are available and their reliability varies. Meric Casau-
 bon was the first to print excerpts from the angel diaries in 1659 (Dee, 1659), but the
 work includes only conversations dated after 1583 and is not without textual inaccu-
 racies. The seventeenth-century collector Elias Ashmole attempted to make correc-
 tions in the Casaubon edition. His corrections exist in manuscript annotations in
 Bodleian Library Ashmole MS 580. The early spirit diaries, which date from 1581 to
 April 1583, have received much less attention. A complete edition of the earlier dia-
 ries was available only in manuscript until Christopher Whitby's careful transcript of
 John Dee's Actions with Spirits made them available to a wider audience (Dee, 1988).

 Renaissance Quarterly 49 (1996): 707-37  [ 707 ]
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 ural light as it entered the room.2 Once the physical environment
 was prepared, Dee and Kelly began to prepare themselves with
 prayers for divine guidance.

 They had not waited long when Edward Kelly reported to Dee
 that a male angel had appeared in the stone dressed in a long, purple
 robe with a triple crown on his head.3 The angel brandished a red
 rod, and the earth below him shook. Seven other angels approached
 him, and the seven angels held a seven-pointed star made of copper.
 The first angel spoke to Dee with Kelly's assistance, saying "I am he
 which have powre to alter the corruption of NATURE. with [sic]
 my seal, I seale her and she[nature] is become perfect. I prevayle in Met-
 alls: in the knowledge ofthem." Another angel came forward and told
 Dee, "I am Prince of the Seas: My powre is uppon the wates. I drow-
 ned Pharao . . . My name was known to Moyses. I lived in Israel.
 Beholde the tyme of Gods visitation." After prophecies about the de-
 structive power of the sea, the angel opened his robe, revealing feath-
 ers and a golden girdle. At this point, the angel took his hand from
 the seven-pointed star and Kelly described how a "black cloth was
 drawn" inside the stone, which Dee noted "is now appointed to be
 our token ... that we must leave of[f] for that instant."

 After a brief intermission, Dee and Kelly resumed their conversa-
 tion with the crowned angel and the three angels who still held the
 star. One of the three stepped forward saying, "My powre is in Erth:
 and I kepe the Bodies of the Dead. Theyr members are in my bokes. I
 have the key of Dissolution ... Behold, the bowels of the earth are at
 my opening." Dee, who was feeling some financial pressure at the
 time, asked the angel for help finding hidden treasure so that he could
 pay his debts. The angel of the earth chastised Dee for his request,
 replying that the treasures hoarded in the earth were reserved for the
 destruction of the Antichrist. Instead of worldly treasures, the angel
 was giving the natural philosopher the power of his "seal," which
 Dee would be able to use to govern the earth and unlock the earth's
 secrets. Another angel stepped forward, who was "the life and breath

 2The word showstone may have been unique to Dee, who uses a variety of spell-
 ings. No reference to the word appears in the Oxford English Dictionary, and I have
 not been able to find any earlier usage.

 3The action appears in Dee, 1988, 2:147-57. When quoting from the Whitby edi-
 tion of Dee's diaries I have retained Dee's spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
 Any marks of emphasis that appear are Dee's own. Caret marks indicate text that has
 been inserted by Dee above the line in the manuscript. Additional letters are supplied
 in square brackets when Dee's spelling might lead to a misreading of the text.
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 Prospero's Book
 BARBARA A. MOWAT

 I BEGIN WITH AN ASSUMPTION ABOUT THE TEMPEST that opens onto a set of
 related questions. The assumption is that among the highly valued books that

 Prospero brought with him into exile is one book essential to his magic, the one
 that he goes offstage to consult before the series of spirit spectacles begins in Act

 3, the same one that near the end of the play he promises to drown as he abjures

 his magic. Though Peter Greenaway, in his film Prospero's Books, did not include
 such a book among the twenty-four he decided were necessary for Prospero's sur-

 vival,1 the text indicates that Prospero not only has a magic robe and a magic staff
 (both of which are explicitly called for2), but, like Friar Bacon and Doctor
 Faustus and other stage magicians before him, he also has a magic book. Further,

 the play presents Prospero's always-offstage book as crucial to his rule over the
 island, the magical instrument that enables him to control the spirits who come
 from their confines when Prospero calls, who torment Caliban and keep him
 obedient, and who assume as needed the shapes of Greek mythological figures or
 vicious hunting dogs.

 Granted, the play emphasizes Prospero's use of spirits much more than it does his

 dependence on a particular book for the power to so use them. By the time he says"I'll

 to my book, / For yet ere suppertime must I perform / Much business" (3.1.113-15),

 we know without a doubt that Prospero employs materialized spirits to carry out his

 commands. Not only have we witnessed his early dealings with Ariel; we have also
 observed Miranda's response to seeing Ferdinand:"What is 't? A spirit? ... It carries a

 1 Noting that "Prospero's power is held in relationship to his books;' Greenaway decided that
 Prospero's library should be made up of"[t]wenty-four volumes"-"bestiaries, a herbal, cosmogra-
 phies, atlases, astronomies, a book of languages, a book of utopias, a book of travellers' tales, a book
 of games .... a pornography, a book of motion, a book of love, a book of colours and a book of
 'Architecture and other Music"' (Prospero's Books: A Film of Shakespeare's The Tempest [New York:
 Four Walls Eight Windows, 1991], 9 and 12). For Greenaway, it was the combination of these vol-
 umes that "not only kept Prospero and Miranda alive, well and sane on their island but also made
 Prospero so powerful he could command the dead and make Neptune his servant" (12).

 2 See, e.g., the entrance direction for 5.1 ("Enter Prospero in his magic robes") and Prospero's lines at

 5.1.60-63:"when I have required / Some heavenly music, which even now I do, / To work mine end

 upon their senses that / This airy charm is for, I'll break my staff..." Quotations of Shakespeare
 follow the New Folger Library Shakespeare The Tempest ed. Barbara A. Mowat and Paul Werstine
 (New York: Washington Square Press, 1994).
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 Figure 1: Names with which to conjure (beginning with"the names with which Josue made the sun to
 stand still") and a list of "dayes most expedient to woorke any marveiles end.' Folger MS Vb26, page 61.
 From the Folger Shakespeare Library Collection.
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 Figure 2:"Diuels or spirites,"' their physical images, functions, and the numbers they command. For Oberion,
 or Oberyon, see number 81. Folger MS Vb28, page 80. From the Folger Shakespeare Library Collection.
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 Figure 3: A second list "Of Spirrittes," beginning with Baal, and prefaced by a description of Mycob,
 queene of the fayres,' who"is of the same office that Oberyon is of." Folger MS Vb26, page 81. From
 the Folger Shakespeare Library Collection.
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 Figure 4: "Invocationem Oberyon":' Folger MS Vb26, page 192. From the Folger Shakespeare
 Library Collection.
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 Figure 5: Oberyon and his counselors. Folger MS Vb26, page 185. From the Folger Shakespeare
 Library Collection.
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The Byrom Manuscript
by Joy Hancox

Hancox finds 255 geometric drawings, many associated with John Dee.  They appear to include designs 

for the Globe playhouse.







 

A Garland/Shakespeare Spyline 

 

John Dee refers to Edward Dyer or  a “Garland” brother in 

his writingi 

William Shakespeare’s whereabouts 

1577-1585  Dee is in England, mainly at Mortlake, until leaving with Kelley and their families in 1585.  

They go to Poland, then Prague 

John Dee’s diary entries begin in 1577.  There is no record of a 

Garland until 1586.  Edward Dyer is mentioned in Dee’s very 

first 1577 diary entry:  “16 Jan 1577 The Earl of Leicester, Mr 

Philip Sydney, Mr Dyer, etc.” 

 

In July 1579, Dee names Dyer as the godfather of his son Arthur 

  

February 1583, Dyer and Sir Francis Walsingham visit Dee at 

Mortlake.  Dee does not mention Dyer by name again until 1587 

(see below). 

27 Nov 1582: A license is issued for 

William Shakespeare to marry Anne 

Whatley of Temple Grafton. 28 Nov 

1582 Shakespeare instead marries Anne 

Hathaway of Stratford 

 

Shakespeare’s daughter Susannah is 

born in 1583; his twins Hamnet and 

Judith in 1585.   

 

Shakespeare must be in England near 

Stratford some of the time from late 

1582 until at least 1584. 

 

1586-1589   By fall of 1586, John Dee is mainly at Villem Rozmberk’s castle at Trebon, in southern 

Bohemia.  He prepares to return to England after the defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588 

Dee refers to Edward “Garland” on Dec. 8, 1586, then on Dec. 

19 writes:  “On the 19 day (by the new calendar), to please 

Master Edward Garland (who had been sent as a messenger from 

the Emperor of Muscovy to ask me to come to him, etc, and his 

brother Francis, E.K. made a public demonstration of the 

philosophers’ stone in the proportion of one grain (no bigger 

than the least grain of sand) to 1 oz and a ¼ of common  and 

almost 1 oz of the best gold was produced. When we had 

weighed the gold, we divided it up and gave the crucible to 

Edward at the same time.” 

 

April 1587, the angels refer to Francis and Edward Garland and 

say they aren’t really “brothers.” 

 

June 1587 Dee records Francis Garland as leaving for England; 

that November he returns with a letter from Dyer.  By December 

they’re joined by Garland’s “brother” Robert. 

 

January 1588 Dee records playing some sort of game with 

Kelley, Kelley’s “brother” Thomas, and Robert and Francis 

Garland.  Francis and Robert leave for England with a letter for 

Dyer in early February; by June, Francis Garland returns with a 

letter from Dyer, then leaves again to search for Dyer, who he 

evidently finds and brings to Trebon.  Francis Garland and 

Edward Dyer are among the group that leaves in August 1588, 

return in November, then again leaves for England.  Dee records 

Francis Garland returning from England in November 1588, and 

returning to England, with Dee’s letter to Elizabeth I 

William Shakespeare’s whereabouts are 

not known— 1586-1589 are part of his 

so-called “Lost Years.” Could he be 

Edward Dyer’s companion, referred to 

by John Dee as “Francis Garland” (see 

left column)? 

 

Edward Kelly’s poem “The praise of 

Unity for Friendships Sake,” elsewhere 

dedicated to “G.S., Gent,” is written or 

copied in Prague; it winds up in 

Denmark likely via England.  Could 

“G.S.” be “Gulielmus Shakspeare”? 



congratulating her on the Armada victory, in November.  

Another “Garland,” Henry, is there by January 1589.   

Dee writes that Francis Garland leaves from Stade towards 

England in early June, 1589.  Dee leaves for England shortly 

after, and returns to Mortlake that December. 

 

 

 

1590-1595 John Dee is in England, mainly at Mortlake 

March 1590, Dee writes that Francis Garland has brought him 

letters from Edward Kelley, who is still in Prague.  That April, 

Francis Garland and Kelley’s brother Thomas visit and pick up 

letters from Dee to Kelley, as they are enroute to Prague.  That 

August, Dee receives letters from Kelley via Francis Garland. 

 

Dee and Dyer have an unrecorded falling out, but Dee records 

Dyer sending him money, and their “reconciliation,” in 1591. 

Dee does not menion Francis Garland again until 1593, though 

he does record sending and receiving letters to Kelley.   

 

March 1593, Francis Garland brings him a letter from Kelley’s 

brother, Thomas.   

 

March 1594, Dee records Garland bringing him letters from both 

Kelley and his brother.  That Nov.23, Dee wrotes:  “Francis 

Garland came to England from Prague. Just five years past I 

came to England from Breme &c. as Francis Garland came 

now.” 

 

Dee’s last reference to Francis Garland is in March, 1595: “. Mr 

Francis Garland came this morning to visit me and had much 

talk with me of Sir E.K.” 

 

Near the end of 1595, Dee is awarded the wardenship of 

Manchester.  He works closely with William Stanley, the brother 

of the deceased Ferdinando Stanley, patron of Lord Strange’s 

Men and thought to be an early patron of Shakespeare. 

1590-1591 are part of the so-called 

“Lost Years” of William Shakespeare. 

 

1592, Lord Strange’s Men and Earl of 

Pembroke’s Men act plays written by 

Shakespeare, though there is no 

reference to Shakespeare’s actual 

presence. 

 

1590-1595 someone is carrying letters 

from England to Edward Kelley in 

Prague as part of Lord Treasurer 

Burgley’s efforts to get Kelley to return 

to England. 

 

Jan Bäcklund, studying manuscripts 

from the Royal Library in Copenhagen 

associated with an alchemical circle 

around Dee and Kelley and containing 

the name “Garland,” notes that 

manuscripts referring to “Garland” 

carry the dates 1593-1595.  Could these 

be a product of Garland/Shakespeare’s 

courier activity? 

 

April 18, 1593 Shakespeare's Venus 

and Adonis is registered in London in 

the Stationer's Register and published 

later in the year 

 

May 19, 1594, Shakespeare's The Rape 

of Lucrece is registered in the 

Stationer's Register 

December 1594, “Will Shakespeare”, 

Kempe, and Burbage are listed as 

servants to the lord chamberlain and 

paid for “several comedies” acted 

before the Queen.   

 

1595 is the possible first performance 

date of early plays including Romeo 

and Juliet and Midsummer Night's 

Dream 

 

1596-1600 John Dee is mainly in Manchester, with some time in London 

January 1596, Dee and family move to Manchester.  His diary 

entries become more and more sporadic, with none at all 

From 1596 on, William Shakespeare’s 

meteoric rise to prominence as 



between March 1598 and June 1600, when he writes that he is 

returning to Manchester from London.   

 

John Dee makes no mention of Francis Garland after moving to 

Manchester. 

England’s foremost playwright begins. 

The Globe Theater opens in London in 

1599.  References to Shakespeare’s 

work, though not his presence, become 

extremely easy to find. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Garland/Shakespeare Timeline  

 

John Dee refers to Edward Dyer or  a “Garland” brother in 

his writingii 

William Shakespeare’s whereabouts 

1577-1585  Dee is in England, mainly at Mortlake, until leaving with Kelley and their families in 1585.  

They go to Poland, then Prague 

John Dee’s diary entries begin in 1577.  There is no record of a 

Garland until 1586.  Edward Dyer is mentioned in Dee’s very 

first 1577 diary entry:  “16 Jan 1577 The Earl of Leicester, Mr 

Philip Sydney, Mr Dyer, etc.” 

 

In July 1579, Dee names Dyer as the godfather of his son Arthur 

  

February 1583, Dyer and Sir Francis Walsingham visit Dee at 

Mortlake.  Dee does not mention Dyer by name again until 1587 

(see below). 

27 Nov 1582: A license is issued for 

William Shakespeare to marry Anne 

Whatley of Temple Grafton. 28 Nov 

1582 Shakespeare instead marries Anne 

Hathaway of Stratford 

 

Shakespeare’s daughter Susannah is 

born in 1583; his twins Hamnet and 

Judith in 1585.   

 

Shakespeare must be in England near 

Stratford some of the time from late 

1582 until at least 1584. 

 

1586-1589   By fall of 1586, John Dee is mainly at Villem Rozmberk’s castle at Trebon, in southern 

Bohemia.  He prepares to return to England after the defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588 

Dee refers to Edward “Garland” on Dec. 8, 1586, then on Dec. 

19 writes:  “On the 19 day (by the new calendar), to please 

Master Edward Garland (who had been sent as a messenger from 

the Emperor of Muscovy to ask me to come to him, etc, and his 

brother Francis, E.K. made a public demonstration of the 

philosophers’ stone in the proportion of one grain (no bigger 

than the least grain of sand) to 1 oz and a ¼ of common  and 

William Shakespeare’s whereabouts are 

not known— 1586-1589 are part of his 

so-called “Lost Years.” Could he be 

Edward Dyer’s companion, referred to 

by John Dee as “Francis Garland” (see 

left column)? 

 



almost 1 oz of the best gold was produced. When we had 

weighed the gold, we divided it up and gave the crucible to 

Edward at the same time.” 

 

April 1587, the angels refer to Francis and Edward Garland and 

say they aren’t really “brothers.” 

 

June 1587 Dee records Francis Garland as leaving for England; 

that November he returns with a letter from Dyer.  By December 

they’re joined by Garland’s “brother” Robert. 

 

January 1588 Dee records playing some sort of game with 

Kelley, Kelley’s “brother” Thomas, and Robert and Francis 

Garland.  Francis and Robert leave for England with a letter for 

Dyer in early February; by June, Francis Garland returns with a 

letter from Dyer, then leaves again to search for Dyer, who he 

evidently finds and brings to Trebon.  Francis Garland and 

Edward Dyer are among the group that leaves in August 1588, 

return in November, then again leaves for England.  Dee records 

Francis Garland returning from England in November 1588, and 

returning to England, with Dee’s letter to Elizabeth I 

congratulating her on the Armada victory, in November.  

Another “Garland,” Henry, is there by January 1589.   

Dee writes that Francis Garland leaves from Stade towards 

England in early June, 1589.  Dee leaves for England shortly 

after, and returns to Mortlake that December. 

 

 

 

Edward Kelly’s poem “The praise of 

Unity for Friendships Sake,” elsewhere 

dedicated to “G.S., Gent,” is written or 

copied in Prague; it winds up in 

Denmark likely via England.  Could 

“G.S.” be “Gulielmus Shakspeare”? 

1590-1595 John Dee is in England, mainly at Mortlake 

March 1590, Dee writes that Francis Garland has brought him 

letters from Edward Kelley, who is still in Prague.  That April, 

Francis Garland and Kelley’s brother Thomas visit and pick up 

letters from Dee to Kelley, as they are enroute to Prague.  That 

August, Dee receives letters from Kelley via Francis Garland. 

 

Dee and Dyer have an unrecorded falling out, but Dee records 

Dyer sending him money, and their “reconciliation,” in 1591. 

Dee does not menion Francis Garland again until 1593, though 

he does record sending and receiving letters to Kelley.   

 

March 1593, Francis Garland brings him a letter from Kelley’s 

brother, Thomas.   

 

March 1594, Dee records Garland bringing him letters from both 

Kelley and his brother.  That Nov.23, Dee wrotes:  “Francis 

Garland came to England from Prague. Just five years past I 

came to England from Breme &c. as Francis Garland came 

now.” 

 

Dee’s last reference to Francis Garland is in March, 1595: “. Mr 

Francis Garland came this morning to visit me and had much 

talk with me of Sir E.K.” 

 

Near the end of 1595, Dee is awarded the wardenship of 

Manchester.  He works closely with William Stanley, the brother 

1590-1591 are part of the so-called 

“Lost Years” of William Shakespeare. 

 

1592, Lord Strange’s Men and Earl of 

Pembroke’s Men act plays written by 

Shakespeare, though there is no 

reference to Shakespeare’s actual 

presence. 

 

1590-1595 someone is carrying letters 

from England to Edward Kelley in 

Prague as part of Lord Treasurer 

Burgley’s efforts to get Kelley to return 

to England. 

 

Jan Bäcklund, studying manuscripts 

from the Royal Library in Copenhagen 

associated with an alchemical circle 

around Dee and Kelley and containing 

the name “Garland,” notes that 

manuscripts referring to “Garland” 

carry the dates 1593-1595.  Could these 

be a product of Garland/Shakespeare’s 

courier activity? 

 

April 18, 1593 Shakespeare's Venus 



of the deceased Ferdinando Stanley, patron of Lord Strange’s 

Men and thought to be an early patron of Shakespeare. 

and Adonis is registered in London in 

the Stationer's Register and published 

later in the year 

 

May 19, 1594, Shakespeare's The Rape 

of Lucrece is registered in the 

Stationer's Register 

December 1594, “Will Shakespeare”, 

Kempe, and Burbage are listed as 

servants to the lord chamberlain and 

paid for “several comedies” acted 

before the Queen.   

 

1595 is the possible first performance 

date of early plays including Romeo 

and Juliet and Midsummer Night's 

Dream 

 

1596-1600 John Dee is mainly in Manchester, with some time in London 

January 1596, Dee and family move to Manchester.  His diary 

entries become more and more sporadic, with none at all 

between March 1598 and June 1600, when he writes that he is 

returning to Manchester from London.   

 

John Dee makes no mention of Francis Garland after moving to 

Manchester. 

From 1596 on, William Shakespeare’s 

meteoric rise to prominence as 

England’s foremost playwright begins. 

The Globe Theater opens in London in 

1599.  References to Shakespeare’s 

work, though not his presence, become 

extremely easy to find. 

   

 

 

                                                 
i Dee’s diary entries here are crosschecked between Fenton, Halliwell-Phillips, and Casaubon. 
ii Dee’s diary entries here are crosschecked between Fenton, Halliwell-Phillips, and Casaubon. 



Dee and Kelley after the Armada

• February 18, 1589:  Dee writes “Mr E. Kelly rode toward Prague after noon.”  

• May 26/June 5: Dee writes, “Mr Thomas Kelly, his wife, Fr. Garland, Rowles, from 

Stade toward England.”

• Edward Kell[e]y’s poem “The praise of Unity for Friendships Sake,” elsewhere 

dedicated to “G.S., Gent” written or copied in Prague; it winds up (probably 1591-

1593 via “Garland”) in Denmark via England.  Who is Francis Garland?  

• March 17, 1590: Dee receives letters from Kelley via Garland

• April 19, 1590: Dee sends letters via Thomas Kelley “for his brother Sir Edward Kelly 

Knight at the Emperor’s court at Prague. Francis Garland was by, and Mr Thomas Kelly 

his wife. “

• August 22, 1590: Dee receives letters from Kelley via Garland

• Cecil works at getting Kelley to return; Sir Edward Dyer is in Prague with Kelley

• Until 1591, Dee’s writing suggests he plans to be doing something with Kelley.  What?  





Sir Edward Kelley at Rudolf’s Court

• Within Czech sources, it is often much easier to find references to Edward 

Kelley than to John Dee, both at the time and later on.  Kelley’s legends 

infuse Bohemian pop culture.  (Example: Emperor’s Golem)

• Kelley is knighted in early1591* and given huge amounts of property, 

including an astronomy tower in what is now Prague's Mala Strana, and 

silver mines in Kutna Hora.  Later he will manage to lose most of this 

property and go heavily into debt. Dyer studies with Kelley.

• Kelley duels with Jiri Hunkler in spring 1591, kills Hunkler, and is imprisoned.  

Dyer imprisoned, released , and returns to England.

• All of the above concurrent with printing of Compound of Alchemy

• Dee makes no references to either Kelley or Garland in 1591-92; Dee says 

Kelley was "slayne" in 1595, but court documents showed Kelley definitely 

alive in mid-1597 and dead by 1598.

• Kelley’s brother (according to his step-daughter, poet Elizabeth Weston aka 

“Westonia”) returns to England in 1598; no English record of this remains.  





My Inference

• The 1591 publication of the Compound of Alchemy, likely connects 

to the related espionage/alchemical activities around Dee and Kelley 

and the drama surrounding Kelley in 1591. It is published just after 

Kelley is knighted, but before any in England know he has been 

imprisoned.  The seizure of Orwin’s press and the publication’s 

possible suppression  may be a direct result of Kelley’s sudden change 

of fortune and how it affected others in the same alchemical circle.  

Whatever long-distance collaboration Dee and Kelley may have 

planned likely ended with this work in 1591.









Indirect connection to Doctor Faustus?

• Frances Yates was the first to note that Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus seems a rather obvious attack on 

John Dee.  Yates repeatedly contrasts the  (generally negative) view of magicians in the work of 

playwrights like Marlowe and Jonson to the more positive view in Shakespeare. 

• Today, many might slightly revise Yates and say that Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus is “a rather obvious 

attack upon John Dee and/or Edward Kelley.”  

• Critical consensus that Christopher Marlowe was a spy (the most well-known exploration is Nicoll’s 

award-winning The Reckoning), though perhaps not one sympathetic to Dee or Kelley or alchemy 

in general. Recall, briefly, the outline of the plot of Doctor Faustus .

• After Dee leaves Bohemia, Edward Kelley lives (among other places) at Prague’s so-called “Faust 

House.”  The historic Faust never lived there; the title clearly points to Kelley.

• Marlowe’s main source is the “History of the Damnable Life and Deserved Death of Doctor John 

Faustus;” often called the English Faust Book.   

• Controversy over when this is brought to England; carries over to controversy concerning the date 

of Doctor Faustus.  

• Rational for dates from 1588-1592, that means depending on when the English Faust Book comes 

to England, Doctor Faustus could be one of Marlowe’s earliest plays or composed just before his 

death.

• What does this have to do with the 1591 publication of the Compound of Alchemy and the end of 

Dr. John Dee and Sir Edward Kelley’spartnership?





A Mysterious Post-script

• Jones: While the English Faust Book could have been published as early as 1588, “the 

earliest extant edition… is that printed by Thomas Orwin ‘to be sold by Edward 

White’ (London 1592) which survives as a unique copy.”

• This is printed after Orwin’s press was shut down and he wrote the previously 

discussed letter of apology, and is printed by him, for White, either the year of his 

death or the year before.

• There is no entry in the Stationer’s Register, yet the English Faust Book becomes the 

subject of a copyright dispute between Orwin and Abel Jeffes, who has just printed 

Arden of Feversham, a play some claim was by a young Shakespeare (while others 

claim it makes satirical reference to Shakespeare and was probably by Marlowe’s 

roommate Thomas Kyd).  Jeffes enters into dispute with Edward White over this 

printing and that of Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy.  White later publishes Shakespeare’s Titus 

Andronicas and… the English Faust Book ?!

• Orwin dies; Jeffes and White go to court and Jeffes loses.  Kyd dies, Marlowe dies.

• 1595: Dee (incorrectly) reports that Kelley is “slayne.” “Francis Garland” disappears 

from Dee’s diary.  William Shakespeare ‘s first known patron, Ferdinando Stanley Lord 

Strange, is dead.  Shakespeare is now easy to locate.

• 1596: White controls interest in the English Faust book.  None of the “personalities” 

whose works open the Compound of Alchemy seem easy to find except, of course, 

Queen Elizabeth I… and perhaps, “G.S.”  The next printed edition of the Compound 

of Alchemy  will be in Ashmole’s 1652 Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum, which 

includes both  the same poem of Kelley’s and, (in the notes section) material about 

John Dee and Edward Kelley and their courier, Francis Garland.
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